The study of the properties of individual semiconductor quantum dots 1-3 ͑QDs͒ is of great interest for application in classical and quantum 4 light emitters and detectors as well as for the implementation of quantum information processing systems. 5 Although these applications require very different conceptual approaches toward devices, the understanding of the scattering mechanisms is of fundamental importance in all cases. Indeed, they are crucial to obtain fast carrier capture, efficient carrier relaxation, and long recombination lifetimes. In self-assembled QDs ͑SAQDs͒, the strong excitonphonon coupling leads to the formation of polaron states, [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] whose decay into acoustic phonons is a major contribution to relaxation. Phonons in SAQDs can be studied by optical techniques, as reported in photoluminescence ͑PL͒, PL excitation ͑PLE͒, and Raman measurements. [11] [12] [13] [14] In this work, we report PL and PLE data on InAs/ AlAs SAQDs, where strong confinement results in a single electron state localized in the QD. In these QDs, carrier relaxation would be expected only by direct scattering from the continuum of extended excited states to the ground confined state. However, we show that PL emission is enhanced by resonant excitation involving different longitudinal-optical ͑LO͒ phonons in the system. One of these phonons is the high-energy mode of AlInAs for low Al concentration. This result demonstrates the presence of Al intermixing in InAs QDs, detected by means of optical measurements. Our results also show that both intra dot and barrier optical phonons are coupled to the excitonic states and contribute to their relaxation.
A single layer of InAs/ AlAs QDs was grown by molecular beam epitaxy on GaAs ͑100͒ substrates, as described in Ref. 15 . Typical values are QD densities of 10 10 cm −2 , dot diameters between 25 and 30 nm, and dot heights around 3 nm. The samples were covered by an aluminium mask with squared apertures of sizes ranging from 10 to 0.2 m fabricated by electron beam lithography. The smaller apertures contain few dots, allowing for detection of single QD luminescence. Considering the high confinement due to the AlAs barriers and the small QD size, only one electron state and up to two heavy-hole ͑HH͒ states are expected to be localized in the QD. The optical measurements were performed exciting with a Ti-sapphire laser using a microscope setup with a spot size of 5 m. A double grating spectrometer with a charge-coupled device detector was used for detection. All the measurements were taken at 9 K.
The PL spectra of a single QD emitting at 1.565 eV is shown in Fig. 1 for resonant ͑1.643 eV͒ and nonresonant ͑2.410 eV͒ excitation. The low-energy peaks in both spectra correspond to emissions of the exciton ͑X 0 ͒, biexciton ͑XX͒ and most probably trion ͑X + ͒ of a single QD, together with an exciton X 0 ͑QD2͒ belonging to a different dot. Peaks of the same QD were identified by their jitter pattern, polarization, and power dependence. 16 The peaks at higher energies probably belong to different QDs except the ones around 1.597 eV, which also appear in the PLE spectrum shown in a͒ Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: dipankar.sarkar@uam.es. The PL peaks at 31 and 32 meV ͑relative energy, upper scale͒ in the PL spectra coincide with the broad PLE resonance. In accordance to previous work, we attribute them, likewise the PLE peak at 75 meV, to polaron states 7, [17] [18] [19] [20] formed by the QD InAs LO 11, 12, 14, 21, 22 and perhaps interface ͑IF͒ phonons. 23, 24 In the following, we concentrate on the resonance at 41.3 meV. Figure 2 depicts a series of PL spectra obtained for excitation energies varying roughly in 0.17 meV steps from 40.5 to 42.0 meV above the fine-structure split exciton transitions around 1.5655 eV. Left and right panels correspond to polarization emissions parallel to the crystallographic directions ͑110͒ and ͑1−10͒ ͑labeled X and Y͒, respectively. In each panel, only the corresponding component of the split exciton ͑X , Y͒ is observed. As the laser energy is increased, both exciton transitions and the trion X + at 1.5668 eV experience successive enhancements in the PL intensity. The bottom panel of Fig. 2 shows the PL and PLE spectra of transitions X and Y. One sees that the resonance at 41.3 meV is common for both X , Y exciton components and that the fine-structure splitting is well resolved in PLE. The unpolarized PL intensity is plotted in Fig. 3 as color scale plot versus detection and excitation energy. Horizontal and vertical cuts correspond to PL and PLE spectra, respectively. The dotted line indicates an energy of 41.3 meV below the excitation energy. The resonances of the split exciton and the trion ͑clearly seen in this plot͒ are observed when the excitation and emission energies differ by 41.3 meV. The emission parallel to the dotted line at the right hand side of Fig. 3 is the LO phonon of the GaAs substrate. We exclude excited states as the origin of the resonances at 40 meV ͑Refs. 11 and 12͒ due to the high AIAs barriers. We attribute the excitation at 41.3 meV to a phonon that "moves" parallel to the excitation energy, as the bulk GaAs-LO one, and successively resonates with the three PL lines of the QD. One might discuss whether the resonance is due to phonon assisted absorption or to resonant Raman scattering. In the latter case, one should resolve the phonon peak from the PL emission by slightly detuning the excitation energy from the resonance. However, the small width of the resonance ͑0.4 meV, comparable to the phonon line width͒ makes this impossible in the present case, and both processes become indistinguishable. The relevant phonons of InAs/ AlAs QDs are LO, TO and IF modes, whose energy ranges in unstrained materials are 27-30 meV for InAs and 45-50 meV for AlAs, respectively. For fully strained AlAs ͑matching the InAs lattice parameter͒, the range is 41-43 meV ͑Ref. 23͒ while the LO frequency for strained InAs is around 32 meV. 21, 22 The only candidate for the 41.3 meV phonon would be the TO mode of fully strained AlAs. However, this is unlikely, as the coupling of TO phonons to excitons is much weaker than the LO one and AlAs barriers are expected to be essentially unstrained. These arguments also rule out the AlAs-like IF modes. 24 Instead, we attribute the single QD excitation responsible for the PLE resonance at 41.3 meV to the AlAs-like LO mode of the InAlAs ternary compound. This implies an Al concentration of less than 10% in our QDs. 25 The occurrence of Al-In intermixing in similar QDs was evidenced by tunnelling microscopy. 26 This small Al concentration does not change the InAs-like phonon frequency, as it is essentially independent on composition. 25 Finally, the resonance at 51 meV corresponds to the unstrained AlAs LO phonon of the QD barriers. It can couple to the exciton due to the wave function leaking into the barrier. Barrier phonons have been widely reported for QDs embedded in GaAs. [11] [12] [13] [14] To get a deeper insight into the scattering mechanism, we analyze the PL polarization properties of the 41.3 meV resonance. In Fig. 4 , the four polarization configurations are plotted for excitation near the Y exciton resonance. The emission is much more intense for Y than for X polarized excitation, regardless of the emission polarization. This difference points to a broken symmetry of the QD states in the ͑110͒ and ͑1−10͒ directions, probably due to the anisotropy of the piezoelectric potential. As this anisotropy can split the excited-hole states of up to several tens of meV, 22 we can speculate that one of the split excited-hole states is situated closer to 41 meV, above the ground HH state than its counterpart. This would favor the excitation in a doubly resonant process for one polarization ͑Y͒, as observed. In the relaxation process, scattering by the LO phonons results in ground state excitons with both X, Y symmetries.
In summary, we studied the resonant excitation of the PL emission in a single InAs/ AlAs QD. We find resonances corresponding to all the LO phonons of the QD system ͑InAs-like and AlAs-like of the QD, and AlAs-LO of the barrier͒. In particular we associate the 41.3 meV resonance to the AlAs-like LO phonon of InAlAs with small Al concentration. This constitutes a direct optical determination of the intermixing in a single QD. All of the observed phonons couple to the QD electronic transitions and can thus contribute to carrier relaxation. 
